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Abstract

본 논문에서는 하부 안전 시스템의 개선이 전체 안전 시스템에 미치는 영향을 분석하기 위한 방법론을 개발하였다.

어느 하부 시스템의 안전성을 개선하느냐에 따라 전체 시스템의 안전성 증가는 서로 다르게 나타날 수도 있다. 본 연

구에서는 베이지안 기법을 활용하여 사건가지와 상호연관도를 응용한 모형을 활용하였다. 또한 가지 파라메터의 확률

값 향상이 다음 번 사고까지의 시간을 어떻게 변화시키는지 연구하였다. 본 연구를 통해 우리가 관심을 갖고 있는 시

스템 전체의 안전성 향상을 위해서는 어느 하부 시스템을 우선적으로 개선해야할지를 판단할 수 있게 한다.
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1. Introduction

Event tree models are widely adopted in describing

the accident sequences in safety analysis of large

safety systems such as huge chemical plants, nuclear

power plants, and so on [3, 4, 6]. Branch parameters

are assigned to each branch of event trees for fur-

ther statistical analysis. The assessment of branch

parameters are usually based on fault tree analysis

and the top parameter of fault trees becomes a

branch parameter of an event tree [2, 5, 7, 9].

Cohen[6], and Rasmussen[7] vastly utilized event

trees and fault trees in describing accident initiation

and escalating to more severe accidents. Cadwallader[5]

and U.S. nuclear regulatory commission[9] also adopted

probabilistic risk assessment where fault trees and

event trees performed major roles. Although the wide

usage of fault trees and event trees, there are several

drawbacks. While it gives an idea about how an ac-

cident occurs and escalates to a more severe acci-

dent, it does not say anything about dependency and

independency among branch probabilities. All counts

passing through each branch is conditioned on the

arrival of initiating event. So many important ob-

servations such as the number of system failure dur-

ing testing are not included even though they are as

much helpful as the informations contained in a event

tree to update branch parameters and predict future

accidents. Many important informations are lost since

a branch does not further divides if success of failure

of following sub-systems does not affect the severity

of accident. Since event trees are constructed for

specific plants separately it is hard to see the rela-

tionship between parameters of different plants.
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To summarize, most of the previous works con-

centrated on modeling with separate event trees that

resulted in independent models so that we cannot

share information contained in similar types of

accidents. To overcome such drawbacks we use in-

fluence diagram models that depicts the accident ini-

tiation and escalation to more severe accidents [1, 8].

Also most of the researches related to forecasting

made a conclusion with suggested forecasting

models. But sometimes we want beyond obtaining

the forecasting models. In real situations, we always

try to upgrade the safety system, so we are often

interested in figuring out how efficient we are in the

safety improvement efforts.

In this paper we focus on the next stage of

forecasting. We want to analyze the effects of

change of prior distribution on the prediction for

next accidents. This problem can receive an attention

because our interests in the safety analysis may not

stop at the point of predicting the next accident but

reach to the point of controlling the safety system to

reduce the risk of accident efficiently utilizing a

prediction. We can control the safety system by up-

grading the mechanical elements or training oper-

ators if human factors are significant in running the

system successfully. Such activities requires re-

sources, especially time and budget. Same amount of

upgrade in each sub-system may results in different

amount of change in prediction so it is an efficient

way to give efforts to improve the sub-system

which is most sensitive. Therefore we need to as-

sign our limited resources efficiently. Improvement

on what sub-system results in the most risk reduc-

tion? To answer the above question, we need to

know how the improvement of each sub-system in-

fluences to overall safety system. In this paper, we

analyze the amount of change on forecasted time to

next accident as a function of change of branch

parameters.

As a methodology we adopt bayesian approach.

Rather than just getting the future accident rate,

we want to get a whole distribution of predicted

time to next accident. Therefore bayesian approach

can achieve such requirements much better than

classical approach.

2. Analysis of a system with one branch

Let's consider, in figure 1, the simple example to

predict the time to next initiating accident under the

assumption that arrival rate of initiating event, l, has

a gamma distribution with parameters a and b, and

the number of initiating accident by time T given l

has a poisson distribution with lT. Such distributional

assumptions on prior and likelihood have been

prooved to be appropriate in forecasting accidents[10].

Figure 1(a) is an event tree model and 1(b) is a

corresponding influence diagram model that is stat-

istically equivalent. Let's define the sub-system

which is responsible for the initiating accident as

sub-system 0. The time until next accident, X0, giv-

en the arrival rate is exponentially distributed with l.

At time T, we update parameters using observed

data m(T), where m(T) is number of initiating acci-

dents in time interval (0, T). Then the parameters of

posterior distribution, l, becomes a'=a+m(T), and

b'=b+T.

Then the point prediction for the time until next

accident is obtained by

 
′

′′


′

′
(1a)

m(T)
l

(a)

  m(T)   x

(b)

<Figure 1> An event tree and influence diagram

model that has one sub-system

 ′   ′  

′ ′ 
(1b)

In the above equations, we assumed integer value

of gamma parameter, which can be accepted most of

the time since time unit and number of accidents are

increased by integers.

If the posterior distribution can be modified by

controlling various factors that influence occurrence
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of initiating event as that the modified posterior dis-

tribution has the parameter a*=a'+da', and b*=

b'+db', we want to analyze the effects of da' and

db' on the prediction to next accident.

Let kE0 and kV0 are ratios of modified and origi-

nal distributions for expected value and variance of

model parameter l', respectively. Then by solving






′  ′
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(2a)
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 ′ 
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(2b)

We obtain a* and b* as a function of kE0 and

kV0 as following;

 






 (3a)

 


 (3b)

We can analyze the combined effects of kE0 and

kV0 on the net change in the predicted time until

next accident;

    
   

where X0* is the time until next accident under

the modified system. By substituting equation (3) in-

to (1a) we obtain


 


 ′  


′

(4)

So for large a', which is the case after we have

observed many initiating accidents, kE02a' is domi-

nating in the denominator of equation (4) and the

prediction becomes insensitive to the change of kV0.

In most cases kV0 remains as 1 after the system

improvement, that makes the above statement valid.

In this case equation (4) can be approximated as


 


′

′
(5)

Therefore when we have observed many initiating

accidents up to time, that makes a' large, and ach-

ieve only small amount of improvement on the sys-

tem, the net increase on the predicted time is ap-

proximately proportional to the reciprocal of kE0.

To see the effects of variance of the arrival rate

of initiating event on the variance of predicted time,

we obtain the following equation from equation (1b)

and (3)
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(6)

We can see that for large a' the variance of time

to next accident under modified system is propor-

tional to the value of kV.

3. Analysis of a system with two branches

Now let's consider an extended case that has a

sub-branch as in figure 2. Most of the works related

to forecasting made conclusions suggesting better

models for forecasting. But as we mentioned in the

introduction, we usually keep trying to improve the

safety of whole system in various ways and want to

evaluated our works for safety improvement.

Upgrading the safety system is equivalent to mod-

ify the distribution of model parameters.

Let kE1 and kV1 be the ratios of the modified and

the original distributions for expected value and var-

iance corresponding to sub-branch parameter.

m1(T)

m2(T)

m(T)

l

p1

sub-

system 0

sub-

system 1

<Figure 2> Event tree with two branches
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In figure 2, m(T)=m1(T)+m2(T) is the total num-

ber of initiating accidents, and m1(T) is the number

of accidents that escalates to more severe level. The

branch parameter p1 is the probability of escalating

to more severe accident.

The event tree in figure 2 can be converted to a

statistically equivalent influence diagram as in figure

3, where p1 is assumed to have a beta distribution

with parameters a and b.

 



 

 

<Figure 3> An influence diagram model

The beta assumption on branch parameters is

generally accepted because beta distribution is very

flexible that covers almost all forms of distributions

between 0 and 1. Then we can set the following

equations;
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(7a)
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Where a'= a+m1(T), b'=b+m(T)-m1(T) are the

parameters of the posterior distribution at time T

and a*=a'+da', and b*=b'+db' are the parameters of

the modified distribution that represents the improved

sub-system 1. From (7a) and (7b), we obtain a* and

b* as followings;
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where

  
′′

 
′

  
′  ′

The predicted time to a more severe accident, X1,

depends on kE0, kE1, and kV1. In other words it

depends on how much we improve the sub-system 0

and sub-system 1 and how much confidence we

have on the assessed distributions.

The point predictor of X1 is obtained by

  


′  

′

′  

′  ′  


The point predictor of X1* under the modified

system can be obtained by replacing ' with * using

equation (3) and (8);


  



 ′  

 
′


  

   


We may want to see how the improvements on dif-

ferent systems affect the prediction. When a* is large,

the second term of right hand side of equation (10),


  

   
 can be approximated as

  
′

′  ′




Therefore for the large a' and a*, the equation

(10) is reduced to


 ≅ 
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where D denotes the observed data set.

We can see that the predicted time is proportional

to the reciprocal of kE0 of kE1 and the same pro-
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portion of improvement on different sub-systems re-

sults in the same amount of increase in the pre-

dicted time. Even though this approximation gives us

the idea about how the predicted time will be influ-

enced by the improvement of sub-systems, it should

be kept in mind that this approximation can be ap-

plied only when the above mentioned conditions are

satisfied.

Once we carefully examine the above equations, we

can see that for the range of large kE, there is not

much difference between which sub-system we are

improving, but as kE decreases the resulting a* be-

comes small and the approximation of equation (11)

is not valid any more. Therefore the amount of in-

crease on the predicted time hardly depends on what

sub-system we are improving when we improve it

only a little, but when we improve substantially it is

better to put the effort on sub-system 1.

Based on the results in this section, we can wise-

ly choose the best way to increase safety level of

whole system. Sometimes it may cost about same

amount of money to upgrade sub-system 1 or 2.

But the amount of improved safety in terms of

time to next accident may differ. Therefore it is

strongly suggested to analyze the safety system first

whether the approximation in equation (11) can be

applied. Based on it, if it is the case where selected

sub-system for the improvement does not affect the

amount of whole safety improvement, we had better

choose the one that needs less budget and effort.

But if it is the case where the selected sub-sys-

tem differs the whole safety improvement, it is bet-

ter to choose sub-system 1 only as the first priority

to improve.

4. Conclusion

The forecasting model is extended to see the im-

pact on safety system improvements. The efforts of

system improvements results in the change of poste-

rior distribution parameters. Such a change is ex-

pressed in terms of time to next accident. It has

proved that when we improve only a little there is

not much difference whether we put efforts on

sub-system 0 or 1. But when we improve sub-

stantially it is suggested to improve sub-system 1.

Obviously Gamma distribution is a conjugate prior

of Poisson distribution and Beta distribution is a con-

jugate prior of Binomial distribution, and such as-

sumptions on prior make many calculations related

with obtaining posterior distribution simple. But there

can be situations that do not allow such assumptions

on likelihoods and in such cases the calculations be-

come extremely complicated and time consuming since

they need multi-dimensional numerical integrations.

Even there remains difficulties in calculations, it is

at least theoretically possible to release the above

distributional assumptions. To find a method to solve

a real problem without distributional assumptions is a

topic that should be solved in near future. Also it

may be studied 세택to find the way to extend this

model to explain a system with multi branches.
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